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Adding a Stroke Border Around Your Image 
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In these days of social media and posting our images on the web, it’s often nice to add a border to our 
image to make it look “finished”. There are several ways we can accomplish this. I will show you a 
couple of quick and easy ways to add a simple line or “stroke” to your images. 
 
I especially like to use a stroke around my images that I am entering into a digital competition. When 
an image is “floating” on the black background of the projection, it can look unfinished – especially true 
if you have a subject that is on a black or dark background – it looks like it’s floating in space! A stroke 
(in my opinion) finishes the image and the color can be chosen to accent the image as well. 
 
This first image is a good example of 
needing a stroke around a dark subject for  
a competition entry. (This shows how it 
would look when projected with a black 
background).  The color I used for the  
stroke is actually a very pale blue taken  
from the color of the reflection on the 
chrome on the front of the car.  
 
Here’s how to do it: 
 
When you are done editing your image   
(and saving it as your PSD-Photoshop file), 
you will then flatten your file and size it  
for final output. In the case of a digital  
competition, the image is sized very small –  
max. size is only 1024 pixels wide x 768 pixels high. 
 
Once I have sized my image, I will select the outside  
edge by using the keyboard shortcut Control + A  
(Command + A on a Mac). This will give you “marching 
ants” around the outside edge of your image.  
 
To add the stroke click Edit > Stroke (Outline) Selection.  
You will get this dialogue box: 
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Choose the number of pixels for the width of your border (for a competition-sized image I usually 
choose 4 or 5; for a large photo like an 8x10 or 10x12 you’ll need 10-20). 
 
To choose the color, click in the box of color 
and you will get the color picker to open: 
 
You can choose a color by dragging the slider 
to the general color range you want to try, 
and then clicking around in the area where 
the white circle is to select a color. 
 
OR, if you move your cursor over your image, 
you will see it change to the eyedropper tool. 
You can click anywhere in your image and 
you will see the color show up in the color 
picker. You can click around as many times  
as you want until you find a color you like. 
Then hit “OK” on the color picker to close it. 
 
You want to choose “Inside” under the Location section so that the stroke will all be inside the edge of 
the image. If you choose Center, you will see only half the width of the number of pixels you chose. 
 
For the Blending box, the typical settings are Mode: Normal and Opactity: 100%. Hit OK and your 
stroke will be applied to your image. Hit Control + D (Mac: Command+D) to deselect. 
 
If you are happy with the color and size, then you are finished! If you want to change either one, hit 
Control + Z TWICE to undo the stroke and then start again. 
 
 
 
Double Border 
 
Sometimes you may want a little more elaborate border and 
wish to do two colors such as I have done in this image:  
 
You will start with the same process described above to do  
the inside border (like the white border shown in my image). 
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To add the second (tan) color, I resized the canvas size by going to: Image > Resize > Canvas Size. 
And we get this dialogue box: 
 

 
The Current Size box shows the size of your image. 
 
Below that in the New Size box, we will decide how 
much border to add to our image. 
 
Keep the box named Relative checked – you can 
then add the total amount you want to add to the 
width and height. If you enter 1 inch, it will add ½ 
inch to each size of the image. 
 
Choose your Canvas extension color by either 
choosing from the drop down, or click in the little 
square of color to the right and it will open the color 
picker. You can then move over your image and use 
the eyedropper to select a color from your image 
and it will be perfectly coordinated!  
  

 
 
 

Hazel is involved with the photographic community on local, regional and national levels, and is an officer in several organizations. 
In 2008 she received an honors distinction of Master Member of NECCC; in 2013 she was awarded the distinction of APSA from the 
Photographic Society of America. She has been teaching at photo clubs and conferences as well as her own seminars and work-
shops since 2006. She welcomes questions and feedback from her students and is pleased to share in your photographic journey. 


